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Accent your line-of-business RIAs with a great Office 2010 

style user experience quickly and easily by using our high-

performance Silverlight controls. From blazing fast data 

grids to a Web-based user interface that rivals the richness 

previously possible only on the desktop. 
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Installation 

Downloading 
Download NetAdvantage for Silverlight here. 

Installation 

Prerequisites 

Before you install NetAdvantage for Silverlight, make sure you have the following: 

 

Prerequisite Description 

Silverlight 5 Download and Install Silverlight 5 Developer Runtime for Windows 

from Microsoft© website.  

 
 

 

 

What’s Changed 

Component Product Impact Description 

Control Persistence Framework Bug Fix Window cannot be extended horizontally/vertically in save/load of Setting in Persistence 
Framework 

XamColorPicker Bug Fix SelectionChanged event does not fires correctly when 
 
Notes: 

http://www.infragistics.com/dotnet/netadvantage/silverlight/line-of-business.aspx#Downloads
http://www.silverlight.net/downloads
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Fixed an issue with the SlectionChanged event of ColorPalettes ComboBox which needed to 
be handling  for WPF, so that it would not bubble up the tree, and eventually arrive at the 
TabControl of the user's application. 

XamComboEditors Bug Fix Very long Japanese input causes a crash when CustomEnteredValue property is set to Ignore 

XamComboEditors Bug Fix Tabbing out of XamComboEditor when no item is selected cause the editor to select its first 
element 

XamDataChart Bug Fix Not all series are generated, when the headers are in Japanese 

XamDataChart Bug Fix An axis doesn’t use a value specified for Extent property unless it actually has labels or it is 
bound to a Series object 
 
Notes: 
Fixed an issue where an axis that was not bound to any series, was not using Extent property 
set on axis's label settings. 

XamDataTree Bug Fix XamDataTree control's nodes are selected on mouse move after shwoing MessageBox in 
OnActiveNodeChanging event 

XamDialogWindow Bug Fix ‘Loaded’ event of a control set as a content of a modal window, is fired when closing the 
window 

XamEditors Bug Fix Cursor position does not update upon enter edit mode 
 
Notes: 
Fixed an issue with updating cursor position in edit mode 

XamGantt Bug Fix The scheduled duration of tasks, starting in non-working time, is not properly shown when 
ProjectDurationFormat is smaller than days. 

XamGantt Bug Fix DurationFormat of the ProjectSettings is not applied on the project's RootTask. 

XamGrid Bug Fix The ActiveCell of the XamGrid is not preserved after refreshing ICollectionView 

XamGrid Bug Fix Last cell does not scroll into view when having hierarchical grid with small dimensions and 
using End key for navigation 

XamGrid Bug Fix The vertical scrollbar's thumb is not resized correctly when loading the data in the 'Loaded' 
event 

XamGrid Bug Fix Vertically scrolling in fixed columns causes horizontal scroll 
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XamGrid Bug Fix Scrolling behavior is not consistent across hierarchy when columns are fixed to left 
 
Notes: 
Fixed an issue with scrolling behavior in XamGrid with fixed columns 

XamMap Bug Fix Tiles are not displayed if the initial zoom level is high 
 
Notes: 
Fixed issue with setting initial WindowRect to a zoom level that was higher than what the tile 
source could provide. 

XamMultiColumnCombo Bug Fix XamMultiColumnCombo does not support IME input 

XamMultiColumnCombo Bug Fix XamMultiColumnCombo default filtering is case-sensitive 
 
Notes: 
Fixed an issue with case of default filtering in XamMultiColumnCombo 

XamOutlookBar Bug Fix XamOutlookBar does not resize correctly when Group Header defined in XAML is too long 

XamPivotGrid Bug Fix There are expand buttons on the filter tree members when they don't have any children 

XamPivotGrid Bug Fix Expand button in OLAP Pie Chart legend tree is not displayed with office theme 

XamPivotGrid Bug Fix Using DecimalSumAggregator or Int32SumAggregator with PercentOfTotalAggregator causes 
an exception. 
 
Notes: 
Fixed an issue with aggregators and not PercentOfTotalAggregator can be built over 
aggregators of type DecimalSumAggregator and Int32SumAggregator. 

XamPivotGrid Bug Fix PercentOfTotalAggregator doesn’t work in Silverlight version 
 
Notes: 
Fixed an issue with Silverlight version of the PercentOfTotalAggregator 

XamRibbon Bug Fix KeyTips are not working well when the XamRibbon is placed inside of Popup control 
 
Notes: 
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Fixed an issue with KeyTips when the XamRibbon was placed inside of Popup control 

XamRibbon Bug Fix ButtonTool stays in disabled visual state when ChildWindow is opened and closed 
 
Notes: 
Fixed an issue with visual state of ButtonTool of the XamRibbon 

XamSchedule Bug Fix Vertical scrolling does not work as expected on touch devices 

XamTreeMap Bug Fix XamTreemap shows two errors when changing first node binder's ValuePath property 

XamTreeMap Breaking Change 
(Visual Appearance) 

Labels on XamTreemap control's nodes appear blurred when IG theme is applied 
 
Notes: 
Fixed an issue with appearance  of labels by removing the DropShadowEffect of the text in the 
Treemap nodes 

XamTreeMap Breaking Change 
(Visual Appearance) 

Inconsistent coloring of the XamTreemap node with GroupValueMapper 
 
Notes: 
Fixed an issue with coloring XamTreemap nodes mapped to different group values when using 
GroupValueMapper. For example in the cases when there are equal distances between 
different nodes, the Group Stops were calculated inconsistently because of the unstable sort 
(when two elements are equal, the order of the elements may not be preserved). Now the 
Group Stops will be calculated consistently because the node values will be compared when 
the distances are equal 

 


